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ABERDEEN libertarian group. Contact
c/o 163 Kigg S5 Aberdeen.

ABERYSTWYTII. Mike Sheehan. 2 South
 HW- __ ______.___,,____,_ __
BELFAST Anarchist Collective, c/o
lust Books, 7 V!_ineiave_rn St,__Belf_a_s_t,___
o BIRMINGHAM. Meet Sundays, 8. 30pm at
the Fox & Grapes, Freeman St. B'ham
or Ring Joanna 440 5132
:30 Anarcha Feminist Group
sfifsfop CITY. 4 British Road, Bristol
BS3 3BW
BRISTOL Students. Libertarian Society,
Students Union Queen's Road Bristol 8
CAMBRIDGE. Rapfiiel Salkle, Queen's
Colle Cambrid e. *
CARgl%F. Write c7o 108 Bookshop, .
Salisbury Road,’ Cardiff. ,
CHE L'I'ENHAM Anarchists see street-
sellers, 11. 00-1.30 Saturday mornings at
Boots corner, High St. _
'C$'BY*._"I‘erry“Pt1illips,' 7 Cresswell
Walk, Corby, Northants. ,_
COVENTRY: John England, Students
Union, University of Warwick, Coventry.
ERR? (and environs). All two of us
welcome collaborators. Contact Andrew
Huckerby, 49 Westleigh Av, Derby DE3
3BY ‘tel: 368678.
 TN N rtarians.-Winn
Everett, ll Gibson Gardens, Saffron
Walden, Essex. _ _¥_____
EDINBURGH Amrchists meet at 8 p. m.
on Monday at First of May Bookshop,
E'?.1‘.1£_5'=-____....__...' .'_.-.__..-_______._
EXETER Anarchist Society, Univ. of
Exeter, Devonshire House, Stocker Rd,
Exeter.
OREWER E E3111 Any Eade
unionists interested in forming a syndic-
alist group please contact John Ryan,
47 Binsey Walk, SE2 9 TU. ____
HASTINGS Anarchist Group. Solstice,
12-’! Bohemia Rd, St. leopards-on-Sea,
Sussex. Tel: 0424 429537. .

HIGH BENTHAM. Ask at the Dragonfly
on Saturdays. '

Meetings everytwo
weeks. For details phone 048-4-38156
(Polytjchnic Students‘ Union),-_ _
HULL Libertarian Collective. Pete
Jordan, 70 Perth St, Hull, East Yorks.

;Always available for any Anarchists
gassing through Hull for coffee, food or
a place to crash. Transport, in the form
of Citroe-n 2CV also available.
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LEEDS. 29 Blenheim Terrace, Leeds 2. KENT 1

Tel: 65:13-21250 (days). 0533-414060
(nights). Booksho . Blackthorn, 76
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; “arc 13{_'i"]'_T_—"ou_ n 1 Ramsgate: Peter Ford, 22 Royal RdE E Y
Hurst 41 B;-iar 19 ve, 1_,e1ce3|;e;-_ zeivenoaks: Jim Endesby, '70 Bradbourne

MIDLANDS FspsnsrionHighcross ces r. e : - -
Ll.‘@I'tB.I'lal1 Edl1C3t'lOIlo 6 ma‘? l Secretariat: c/O Andrew Huckerby,

onsfield Rd, Eicester. Tel: 0533-
552085.

49 Westleigh Av, Derby DE3 3 BY,
Tel: 0332-3686 678. Groups in Federat-
ion include Corby, Coventry, Derby,area. Jock

Spence, Birchwood Hall, Storridge, - I-eaminston/Warwick. Nottingham.
Malver Worcs.
MKF~lCllES'T'ER. c7o Grass Roots T09

Sheffield (all separately listed), Birm-
ingham. .

%..<1<lRd. Manchester 1vn. ’ j NORTH WEST ANARCHIST I '
MID-SUSSEX Anarchists. Contact
Resources Centre North Road, Brighton

--.-s _ i 4 1 i<

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. Black Jake,
c/oi 115 Westgate Road, Newcastle NEI
4AG. ~ p

FEDERATION
c/o Grass Roots, 109 "Oxford Rd,
Manchester Ml.
Groups are:
Burnley Anarchist Group, 5 Hollin Hill,
Burnley, Lancs

N5T"T‘Tfi§H3M- °7° M"Bh1‘°°m» 115 a '3 La te A ‘hi to 41 Mai noHeathcote st (Tel: 582505) or 15 Scoth- G,'f;,Z,r1a,?§,f:,e,E*_ r°“p’ '1 ’
olme Av, Hyson Green (Tel; 708302).

-OLDHAM. Anyone interested in forming
anarchist group in Oldham area, contact
Nigel Broadbent, 31 Cooke St, Fails-
worth, Manchester. (Activities to be
decided on formation).
”fi§ORD. Dann Simpson, Room E
Turl St, Oxford:

Manchester Anarchist Group, c/o
Grass Roots
Manchester Anarchist Organisation,
c/o Jill or Jack, 21 Holmfirth'St, Man-
chester M13.
Manchester Syndicalist Workers‘ Fed-
eration, c/o Grass Roots. "
Newsletter 8: uarterl meetings Con- -- - _ q Y -

CHTOIIHB Cahm, _ta_ct3 in other areas. '
Albany Road, Southsea, Hants. NORTH EASTERN ANAR CHIST
REKDIE Universilyanarchists, c7o _ FEDERATION
Students Union Univ. of Reading White- o ,_km hts Readih Beflcs. ' Secretariat. C/o Black Jake, 115
 ._ . Westgate Rd, Newcastle upon Tyne,
SALFORD;MOV'EMENT FOR ANARCHY
Experimental Group 2. Contact SNOW Y
at 22 George Henry St, Salford 5.

SHEFFIELD. C0ntaC-t Sheffield Libert-
arian Society, P0 Box l68, Sheffield Sll

NEI 4AG. p L -V
SCOTTISH LIBERTARIAN FEDERATIO
Contact: Nina Woodcock, 74 Arklay St
(Top R. ), Dundee. Tel: Dundee 814541
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8SE. Groups at above address are: "SOLIDARITY: a libertarian communist
Sheffield Autonomous Anarchists, Black organisation which publishes the journal
Cross Group, IWW, Syndicate of Initiat- SOLIDARITY For Social Revolution
ive. John _Cr_ea he_~Memorial Society. Focal Contacts: Aberdee c7o I67 King
SWKNSEI 1'5 W1‘ ' 21 - St Abed . 15 El : / N. Woodcock. on i hams, Derlwyn, , I‘ B911 1111 69 0 0

unvant Swansea 74 Arklay St, Dundee Manchester C/O
VA LLEY.', Kde1e,I)aw3Qn, 109 OXf01‘d Rd, Manchester Ml. Oifrd:

Maymeade, 6 Congress Rd, Maidenhead C/0 34 COWIBY St. @Xf01‘d- T-10050" P70
(Tel: 062 2974). - 123 Lathom Rd, London E6,, and members
WESTON-SUPER-MARE. Martyn Red- _in» many other towns. _ ,
man, Flat 5, 23 Milton Rd, Weston- ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIATION
sugr. Mare, Som. (Organisation of class struggle anarch

L . omrades in indon wish .8 ists who produce their own newspaper
to start anarohiot group (as well as Bread and Roses). Local contacts:
orloflns Community Arts Group). Get 1 _Lo'Fo'n: ‘D___.Tsm1yakob, as Speedwell
in. 12011011 with Mike, Groundswell Farm, ' I-101139, Carpet St, Deptford, SE8,
Upper Stratton. Swindon. Wilts- , Birmingham; Bob P1-ew’ 13 '1';-mity ct,

F ED ERAT-I ON
-LONDON
FEDERATION OF LONDON ANARCHIST
GR OUPS:-
Anarchy Collective, 37a Grosvenor Av,
Tel: 359-4794. Before '7 pm. R
Freedom Collective, 84b Whitechapel
High St, El, Tel: 24'?-9249
Hackney Anarchists, Dave, 249-7042
Kingston Anarchists, 13 Denmark Rd, A
Kingston upon Thames, Tel: 549-2564.
London Workers’ Group, Box W. ,
182 Upper St. Nl, Tel: 249- 7042
Love V. Power, Box 7'79, Peace News
(London office: 5 Caledonian Rd).
West London Anarchists, '7 Pennard
Rd, W12. 5
LEICESTER
See under Groups for address

Trinity Rd, Aston, BG. '
Burnley: Jim Petty, 5 Hollin Hill.
Glasgow: Dave Carruthers, 53 Ormonde
Av, G4 "
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issue, if we don't have any problems with the machines later on this day Further copies of the enclosed sheet of l els ar
available from the Freedom collective at £2 per 100 sheets (inc postage) Thanks to some comrades in Leiceste%'1$l51%':.1i1l3tworl:.
Demand for the Guy Fawkes poster has overwhelmed the collective! We don't know if it was the special "end of run" price or its
topicality. Extra copies are now being reprinted (and sticking to the blanket 1) but these will cost more! New prices £2. 50 for 100
or 35p for 10 (inc. postage). Thanks to Mushroom for permission to use their artwork - sorry we forgot to mention this in last issue.
Copies of the Peter Ford linocuts printed in last week's issue are now available as economy gummed labels at 40p for 50 labels (inc.

It's now 1. 25, thursday and this issue of will be late getting to you! But there should be a small bonus for you inside this
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postage) from UAPS/ Europe, 22 Dane Road, Margate, Kent CT9 2AA. The 3 designs " Politicians - Bugger the Lot of Them - Organ-
ize at Grass Roots Level"; "Don't Vote - To Change the Master is Not to be Free - Organize at Grass Roots Level"; "of homespun of
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ANARCHISM is the political expression
of the desire and the need to be free.
Throughout the world, this freedom is I
denied. For. most of the world's populat-
ion it is restricted due to the lack of the
basicneeds for life. For a small section I
of humanity material goods are available
in abundance, yet still freedom is confined -
to area the limits of which are set by
others. There are a range of interacting‘
forces which maintain these limitations.
Their most overt political expression is
the State.

Anarchism is literally ‘no government’
and traditionally its focus has been opp-
osition to the State. The anarchist move-
ment as we know it grew from the day to
day struggles of working people to gain
control over their own lives. It therefore
has the same roots as other political
tendencies, such as socialism. However,

1
| \

' \

amrchists recognise that it is illogical
to expectto remove authority by using
methods and organisations which are
themselves authoritarian. This has been
borne out in practice. Anarchism trans-
cends other political ideas in its insist-
ence on freedom now, not in an ever-
receding utopia. ,

The ‘state’ is a hotchpotch of factors.
Its pinmcle is the government, but this
is only one aspect of the forces which
manipulate life. All governments possess
weapons such as legal systems and pol-
ice forces, with which to enforce the
rules that they themselves draw up.
Most use these forces openly. Some,
existing in societies of relative abund-
ance are largely maintained by more
subtle constraints. ,

//V/I/96' /5/W8H-'/I///I//5'/'1
Anarchists were among the first people
to razognise the importance, both social
and political, of what is now called women's
liberation. Some anarchists have felt that
our male comrades’ fight has been more
theoretical than practical, and believe
that a distinct feminist analysis of
society expands and improves the anarchist
perspective. Therefore, we think it is
worth mentioning some of the more im-
portant connections between anarchist
theory and the practice of the feminist
movement, F

Org_a_nisation S
Many women have organised themselves
within the feminist movement into non-
hierarchical, self-governing groups.
While these are not necessarily anarchist,
it is a form of 'anarchistic activity‘
which is becoming more common, and
embling people to perceive that they are
camble of running their own lives and
faking responsibility for themselves in a
way they had not thought possible before.
Mutual Aid.
Women have been coming together in order
to help each other, without reference to '
(usually male) experts in many fields, '
e.g. childbirth, rape counselling, health "

i groups. In most cases, the aim of these
groups is to enable people to have more
control over their own lives. I

‘A Woman's Right to Choose’ _
This camgnign has made fertility control
a political issue in the public arena. A
woman's right to control her own fertility
i absolutely basic - without it any other
achievements in a social or political '
context -are useless. i S‘ -

Sexism
The women's movement has begun to make
people aware of how the trivialisation and
objectiveisation of women, in {articular
by the advertising industry, has disttrted

f l hour perception 0 ourse ves as uman
beings. The most welcome by-product of
of this has been the growing awareness
among men that they, too, are distorted
and hurt by this same process. Just as
the apparently brainless buxom blonde
posing half-naked to sell motor cars or
whatever, is a gross insult to all women,
so the image of the big, handsome, super-
virile macho male who never weeps,is a
dreadful caricature of maleness. We all
need to be free to be ourselves.

Sexuality
The male/female ' division ' is only the
most overt form of sexual repression.
People are pressurised to fit one or other
of these polarised stereotypes. Yet there
is no black or white, there are a million
shades of grey. Humans are capable of
an infinite spectrum of sexual responses,
perhaps changing with the moment. As
these rigid notions are broken down, all
this variety can be expressed. And along

\

People are brought up in surroundings
where the need for authority is taken for
granted. These assumptions are contin-
ually reinforced by the nature of the inst-
itutions in which they lead their lives, by
the media, in fact by their entire envir-
onment. 'Deviancy' elicits the other
forces of the State. It is hardly surpris-
ing that the existence of authority is taken
as a ‘fact of life‘. But that's not the way
it has to be. '

People show that they are capable of
running their own lives. They invest
large amounts of energy in things which
they see as relevant to them, such as
football matches, stamp collecting or
political parties. Yet most understand
that the arrangement of society is not in
their control, so they are apathetic,
leaving more room for the bureaucrats to
encroach upon. k

. power structures which affect us by
determining, more or less, how we live
our lives in a personalsense. Analysis of
the power of the slate and how it operates
is all very well, but unless we can under
stand how we build and operate similar
power structures in our own lives, then
the revolution will be a waste of time.

l/V/M’£'///
/0//373??

All our physical needs are satisfied -
or not, as the case may be - by industry
of one kind or another. But the satisfac-
tion of our needs is not the motivation
for industry - that is the accumulation of
profit, and we are allowed to gnrticiynte
pmely on the level of hired help. Our help
is required by management as long as they
cannot make the goods, or run the Y“
services, they want to sell , without us.
When they can, we are dismissed as
redundant.

No election is ever fought to change this
with this expression can come an outpouring re1afi°"3hiP- The m°5t “mt has ever
of all other forms of creativity.
In all these areas anarchists have been
active in the past, and are active now. .
What is important about the feminist‘
movement is that it has forced all of
us, especially the men, to consider very
carefully whether we have been practising
what we were preaching, or indeed
whether we even believed what we were

happened is that the labour Party has
included nationalisation in its manifesto
and - between 25 and 35 years ago -

' ies under State control. This made no
difference to the relationshi between theP
workers and the management, which in
most cases remained the same, only more

' secure in their offices. M
The workers are still hired and fired

preaching as it related to women. Feminism according to the u and downs of the
has made us much more aware of the

PB
market economy; they still have to fight

‘S

* S actually took several unprofitable industr-

J I
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the management to defend or improve their
living standards; they still have no say
whatsoever in the running of their place
of work. They are useful as part of the
means of production - but the y are not
considered capable of judgement in making
decisions.

Anarchists say they are. We say that
workers should not be regarded purely as
adjuncts to the machines they tend, as L
commodities to be bought or sold as they
are needed for a profit- making system.
Nor should they be used simply as work-
units under the bureaucratic control of
managers in sinecures, whose inefficien-
cies can be covered up by injections of
public money. ,

We say in the first place that profit
should not be the motivation. We say that,
since production can only be carried on
for the good of society, not for profit, and
that all those_whQ;co-operate, in the work
should make the decisions on all. matter's
which affect them and their relationship
to their work. .

It is through work that men and women
make their contribution to society - and
their dignity and wellbeing and job-satis-
faction» demand that they should be in
control of that work.

Amrchists therefore stand for direct
workers‘ control of industry, which should
be socialised, not nationalised. That is,
it should be run by those workers for the
benefit of society, not the state, and that
the satisfaction of society's nee is should
be the motivation, not the making of profit.
Only then can waste and pollution be cont-
rolled, natural resources husbanded
instead of raped, the present made pleas-
urable and satisfying and the future secure.

‘-The world has the resources to provide
for everybody. Yet most go without the
basic minimum of material needs.
In the affluent West social attitudes more
suited to conditions of scarcity are taken .
as logical. By using technology rationally
ever bod can be provided for. The prob-
Em is one of distribution and power.
Advances with computers, the feted micro-
chips, make the present arrangements
still more ludicrous. They also provide
even more opportunity to dispense with
centralised power structures. Failing
this, the world will become, at best, a
nationalised soup kitchen.

MAY DAY PICNIC. lMay, 2. 00 - 6. 00.
Highgate Woods (Highgate tube, North-_
ern line). Maypole, tug-of-war, football,
booksiall, manoeuvres, music (if inst-
ruments brought). One group has dec-
lared intention of progressing to picnic

I site from Sunpower Bookshop, 84 Black-.
stock Rd, Finsbury Park, from 1.00.
Bring food and drink and, most import-
ant, yourselves. . e - ' A

57A7'£
As anarchists we have a special interest
in analysis of, and opposition to, the legal
as well as economic and bureaucratic as-
pects of the State. e

In this context the next -months require
a comprehensive anarchist analysis of
‘anti-terrorist’ legislation and legal
repression in general. The "Persons Un-
known" campaign for the five anarch-ists
facing conspiracy charges provides a
perfect focal point. Arising out of the cam-
paign, anarchists have recently initiated an
attempt to I11? themselves with other (non-
party) groupings sharing similar experience
of repression through law. The People's
commission, intended as a counter-weight
to the Royal Commission on Criminal Pro-
cedure - which will be bringing out its
report sometime next year - is to collect
and assess information aid plan activities
to coincide with the publication of the
‘Royal’ report.( Groups involved in the
People's Commission include Persons
Unknown, Huntley St. Defence Campaign,
the Friends of Astrid Proll, York Anar-
Khijst Group and Black Cross Prisoners’

1 .
The law is, of course, only one aspect

of Slate repression - it is one which we are
forced over and over again to concentrate
on, without, unfortunately, suggesting
alternatives to the judicial, police and
penal structure that are in any proportion
at all to the intransigence of our opposition.
We do not think-comrades will disagree

f”/? :0  
that this whole area needs far more, and
more positive, thought ttnn hitherto - »
not least from ourselves in Whitechapel.

At the same time, there is as least as
great a need for anarchists to consider

‘the other forms of state repression. _.
Whatever the long-term results of the

elections, there is no doubt that Britain
today cannot be called either traditiorml
ca 'talist or, (to use the updated version)
sé% caipltalist. This particular termof
a se s come meaningless. If we
are to provide any effective opposition
as a socio-political movement, we have
once and for all to shelve simplistic
Marxist jargon for a far more realistic,
i.e. complex, view of the structure of the
British slate.

The anarchists‘ techno-bureaucratic
analysis of the state in general has to be
adapted to the situation in Britain today.
(Know thine enemy!) This is an amlysis
that must get into focus the real forces
of power, and not the Marxi'§tTvindmills-
the power, that is,to do not with accumul-
ation and possession of wealth, either by-
individuals or the State, so much as with
the control of wealiéh, and even more
impor n , the con ol of knowledge.

Anarchists are better equipped than
others to develop and apply this theory
in different spheres of life - the prison,
the hospital, the school, the research '
laboratory, the local housing corporation
or whatever.

1
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Agriculture in Britain does not feature very Bfltei" the ‘end is ‘°e""g P","°heeed f°"

6'/V/5
5/?/('01 7'0/Q

7 4

i, A sane agriculture is non-exp loitative.
It increases fertility, using the energy of
the sun to create more than was there before.

Indusizrialuagriculture requires more input
of energy than its output, is polluting, and

r allied to the vast distributive network
produces food which is chemically adulter -
ated and nutritionally unsound. Not only
does agro-industry exert a damaging effect
on the land, it now also affects the sea,
since the protein content of ani male‘ diet i
in intensive rearing units is largely fish -
so the temptation to scoop up, with bed-
disturbing nets, fish of all sizes for factory

much in the manifestos of the political. ieeurenee e°e3eeeiee' pens‘-en eehemee and ships, is very great.
parties. In fact it does not feature very

e h t 11 r' ‘s"‘“¢ e e In people ‘”e°!‘°"'"e_ ' only virtually impossible for persons who would
when there 1e e eheriese ef eeme Item ef ' like to make their life On the ieha to do so

ether nemegrleulturel enterprises’ with This is not the end of the destructivethe cosequent rise in price which makes it processes that the huge industrial cgnt,_a1"_
ised bureaucracies are inflicting on the

- _ ' environment upon which we all rely. The
feed er °the1'- A9 the Peeeentfi’ in this The main political parties are committed enormous demand for paper and timber is
Zfigglghiseélfineégllfiegghgggzgtgihgislglglid' to increasing industialisation of agriculture.reducrmg forest areas catast,.ophicany_

i The excuse for this was the necessity to What replanting is done is of specialised
and their cottages occupied by the affluent grow large quantities of cheap food for the trees with this end in viewsedentary middle classes they do not count te 1 ht; of th c1fies_ As we are ‘
for much in terms of ieieaa Y t ' em Hg pop“ on e Tee ANARCHIST ANSWER"° e1'- e beginning to find out industrial farming is —if-—-—%i- -agriculture is the basis of a stable civilis- by no means cheap a’,,d Wm become more ,g';1°‘i' edge the e"e'Y°"° eh°“1e have ‘B~ - w e d so that centralised and authorita-
eggglriangczitg the §:‘n¢::'lg::'°f P°i7l11at1°"1te and more uncertain. The conflicts in the flan powers can manipulate and move pop_

Fe’ ' EEC are eeueee bY the feet that large num-"l1El.lIl0llS in their ewh interests There isEssential policy regarding agriculture is hers of European peasants refuse te 3°‘; an unease abroad that we will encourage to
00mmOn to all the lI=lI‘tl6S. The away the are under increaslng m'ess'- . .

slate ewnerehlp ef lend has 1e-1'ge1Y the same ure ftom the industrially orientated govern-grow Into positive achon to rmferse the
result as extensive private ownership. In
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The development of nuclear energy has
been in secrecy and sprouted from the
production of nuclear weapons - with which
it is stili_to some extent connected. Its
implications were never discussed; it was
put in train by governme its at the instig-
tion of groups who had a vested interest in
it, yet its implications had such a different
dimension that the whole population should
have been involved in the decision-making
process.

0
. - , ,

The whole history of nuclear energy
exposes the farcical nature of our so-
called democracy. The vote has become
the mark of irresponsibility. If that ir-
responsibility is not going to lea we our
children and their children with a radio-
active and polluted wasteland we have to
act quickly to reverse many of the decisions
that have been taken on our behalf.

The most important is to reverse this
suicidal nuclear policy. The forces that are
intent on pushing " through its develop-
ment regardless are those wedded to
centralised power, the financial groups
that have vast amounts invested in it,
while in Ger many the industry is riddled
with Nazis who see it as an excuse for
social control hitherto undreamed of.

There is no doubt that the nuclear state
will be a police state. It is a technology so
dangerous tint governments will claim the
need to set up powerful armed security
forces - thereby creating ‘he very social
stresses which make nuclear technology

F-Q —__,,eveh"ii16r'e ‘dangerous.The atémic person

has to be obidient and to conform to a '
.whole list of predictable criteria.These

destructive processes that capitalism and
slate capitalism have wreaked on the physical
and social environ ment.  "

The large urban conurbations are already
decaying in the centres; the state institutions
have become too inflexible, too tied up with
vast vested interests. institute thechanges
necessary to reverse those processes. The
libertarian forces in Stain in the civil war
showed both in the agrarian and the indust-
rial field that ordianry people are quite cap-
able of organising the means of life with
common sense and with social justice.
THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE

Anarchism is a concept which is accept-
have e1_1‘eedY been Worked eve, _ table because it is more in line with human

The discovery of large energy sources L laspirations than an authoritarian social
has not led to more just and equitable
societies and neither will nuclear energy.
Like agro-business it is expensive and_
dangerous, it will consume other scarce
resources at a faster rate, it will not con-
tributie to the world food shortage and will
create social, physical, and psychological
problems.

According to Lord Rothschild, who
uttered a few soothing words about the
subject of nuclear energy, now that we
have had the second major accident (the
first one occured in the USSR) we shall,
according to the laws of probability, ha we A
to wait a long time for the next. Since these

structure; that is, a concept that will serve
humanityfs future as part of the ecological
structure of organic life on earth. The first
essential for a stable civilisation is a
stable, non-exploitative agriculture, an agri-
culture which can not only nourish the
community, but will continue to do so in-
definitely. Unless this is achieved, industri-
alisation and its techniques will merely be
illusions which, if they do not achieve the
total demise of life on this planet through
modern warfare, will achieve the same
through starvation.

NARCHISTS AND ANIMAL LIBERATIYON
accidents aresupposed to, be "one in a_ _ _ | Rarely referred to, but real and important,
million", how can we possibly believe this? ‘is the close link between human aha

This expanding atomic stupidity must be animal liberation - between human embit-
halted.Even the so -called democracies ene“ ene the feetery farm er reeeere
have already taken powers to inhibit pr0_ t laboratory, between the destruction_of
test, but the protest movement is growing. the earth e_ee°1°gY a_nd the eeetreetlee
People, if they value their children and the ef eflfer enfme-1 5_P9e1e3- _
earth we have inherited, should get together, Amme-1 11be1'et1°_“ _ie e develepmg _
discuss the matter, look at the whole prob- mevement Yith infimte petenfiel ' pom"
lem of wasted resources and the commer- ice-“Yr 50°19-HY, @<!°1°8’l°a11Y, and ee°n'
ciaiised madness of our irrational trans-
port system and our irrational food
distribution system. We are being buried
in waste and pollution through chasing the
mirage of economic growth to which all
politicians are wedded. Nuclear power
will fuel more of that, and add radiation
to the deadly cocktail.

omically. One sign of this growing move-
ment is the fact that animal liberation
groups operating in_Britain have been in-_
volved in direct action more radical ‘
(guerrilla -style attacks on property and
so forth) than any other group in this
country at the present time. We welcome
the example they have given.
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The French Anarchist Federation reports:
ON Friday, 23 March there was a large
demonstration by iron workers in Paris.
After the demonstration fights which
broke out between State forces on one
hand and workers, unemployed workers
and students on the other, resulted in
48 people being charged under article
314 (para. 3) of the penal code (loi anti-
casseurs) for carrying arms or for
assaults on police officers.

Thirty six of these people received
particularly high sentences because they
had been arrested in spots where there
was fierce fighting with the police.

The charges were based on the evid-
ence of policemen (some at the demon-
stration were not in uniform), and all
the evidence was fragile and contradict-
ory- For instance, one of the accused
had been seen to pull down the fence
round a tree in a street where there is
no tree . . . The sentences range from
15 months to 3 years. Only one person
was acquitted for lack of evidence. ,

The most important case is that of
Georges Croissant, an art student.
He fell down in a police attack, and pol-
ice found in his pocket a small knife
(which he used to make carvings with).
On the basis of this discovery a trumped
up charge was made of premeditated
crime and he could be tried in the assize
court.

Twelve other defendants are militants
of the Anarchist Federation. On the day
of the demonstration they were on their
way to show solidarity with the iron
workers. Before reaching the spot, how-

‘ivivw7900/0171/E0//was/v?
Dear Editors

I have always held that true Anarchists
are men and women of good will, but
your editorial proves either that I am
wrong, or that you are naive and vindict-
ive children. Morality is largely a matter
of good and bad intentions, from which it
follows that anyone deliberately setting
;o_ut to maim or murder in cold blood
can only be described as evil. This was
not an accidental killing or self-defence.
What Mr. Neave may have done in the
putative future, neither we nor his kill-
ers, can possibly know but up to the
time of his death he had neither killed
nor been responsible for the death of a
single Irishman. So presumably his mur-
der was some sort of warning to others.
People who give themselves the right to
set up such warnings, together with
people who claim to be concerned with
the greater welfare of mankind, yet who

REESTED
ever, 20 Federation members were
arrested by the police. Five were re-
leased but 15 were taken to the police
station. On Friday night three were tak-
en to have their identities checked. They
were released later that night.

Police kept close watch on the 12 oth-
ers for 48 hours, and raids were made
on their homes. They could have been
brought to trial on 26 March but the
court decided to postpone the trial until
4 April. Although the twelve declared
themselves interdependent, the judge
decided to release 10 provisionally, and
keep two in gaol.

The trial of the 12 comrades was a
trial against all anarchists. It was a
political trial. The defendants declared
that they were members of the Anarchist
Federation and were charged under the
anti-casseurs law, although they had
not been in the demonstiation when arr-
ested.*They were sentenced to:-
- 1 month's imprisonment, and 3 months‘
imprisonment suspended, ‘for the hwo
comrades who had been kept in gaol;
- 3 months‘ imprisonment suspended
for the nine comrades who had been
provisionally released (the hvelfth
comrade was ill and will be tried later).

The State is not satisfied with these
sentences and the prosecutor has app-
ealed. All will be tried over again.

* The twelve were specifically charged
with carrying weapons ( the staffs of
black flags!)

I 

do not outrightly condemn such thinking,
are not members of the human race to
which I wish _to belong. I_would wish to
advise that there is a necessary distinct-
ion between the criminal and his crime:
one may hate the act but still love the
actor. 1VIr. Neave was no doubt muddle
headed, but he was still a human being
and the death of anyone must diminish
us. If not then we have failed as human
beings.

In the same piece you say, without *
explanation, that feeling obliged to take
up positions either for or against violence
is sterile. If that is what you really feel
then small wonder that Anarchism is in
perpetual suspended animation. Fear of
violence is a major cog in the thinking of
our fellow citizens. People are terrified
of violence and aslong as editorials like
yours fail to disassociate Anarchism
from violence then so long will the public
distrust Anarchists and we'll get nowhere.
If intelligent revolutionary thinking cannot
have rapport with violence ‘in itself‘ (and
there is a spurious reification if ever
there was) then I'm glad I'm not intell-

EDINBURGH- Friday 27 April v.ao
at First of May Booksleiep, Ni<TdTie St.
Iris Mills talking on ‘Persons Unknown‘.

NEWCASTLE upon TYNE. Public meeting
against the elections. 'Don't vote: fight
back‘. Organised by Black Jake. Bridge
Hotel, 8 p. m. Wednesday, 25 Agil.

25 AE‘il, Wednesday
LOND N W mergency public meeting
"No Harriurg here - end British Nuclear
Programme“; including film "The
Plutonium Connection". University of‘
London Union, Malet St, 7-30pm.
To encourage people to join in the work of
the many anti-nuke groups represented
at the meeting. Organised by London
Region Torness Alliane. Details: LRTA,
c/o 6 Endsleigh st, WCl.
PERSONS UNKNOWN BENEFIT.
Qi_da_y, 11 May,‘ 7.30 pm. North Lon-
don Polytechnic. £1. 50. -With Crass,
Charge and Poison Girls.

Italian comrade researching into:
"Human geography, contribution and rel-
ationship between comrades Reclus, Pat-
rick Geddes and Kropotkin" Would be very
grateful for any information, references
articles, manuscripts etc. -
Would also like to find a copy of the mo-
nograph by the Association of federal
scientists.A groupfounded by Kropotkin
on his return to Russia.

0
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TRAIN FR OM LONDON TO DUNBAR for
the Torness Gathering (Festival/Site
Occupation) leaves London Friday eve
May 4; return Sunday or Monday night
(Monday is Bank Holiday). Seats available
strictly in order of receipt of ‘£17
(minimum - extra donation welcome too)
by; London Region Torness Alliance,
c/o 6 Endsleigh St, London WCl.

Spectacular Times Pocketbook No. 1
"IMAGES": A'vailable 20p (inc. post) e
from Larry Law, Box 99, Freedom Press.
ABERDEEN Libertarian Socialist Group
have reprinted their series of anti-
election stickers, at lp. each (min. 25)
up to 100, 75p. per hundred thereafter,
post paid. Black on redwith an Acsfign.
The words: ‘Anarchist arning: vern-
ments can Seriously Damage your Health‘;
‘whoever you vote for the government
always gets in‘; 'Don't Vote - It Only
Encourages Them‘; ‘there's no "govern-
ment like no government‘; 'Election Day:
Tweedledum or Tweedledee'; ‘Bullshit’.
 

igent. When all else has failed and you
have a universally agreed right on your
side then violence as a last resort (and
if you are able to be certain that it will
do more good than harm) becomes ten-
able- I doubt that this criterion can be
met in any Western democracy however
and anyway I dispute that any anarchist
or any other benevolent revolutiomry
has the right to use other people - and
especially to misuse or abuse-them.

Only delta minus I'm afraid.
TIM FLINN

 



1. On a flying visit through Perth, West-
ern Australia, I didn't get a chance to
contact the Freedom Group there. How-
ever it was good to see their posters
around the city appealing for a May Day
celebration this year - ‘Take a Sickie on
May First’. It certainly makes a change
from the majority of French and Italian
cities with their walls mu of ® grafitti,
but no further sign of acitivities; a pleas-
ant change at that.

2. Jiu'a Books in Newtown (an.inner suburb
of Sydney, Australia) has now been open
for about 20 months. They have built up
a good selection of anarchist meterial
from both movement and capitalist pub-
lishers. Turnover is now around $1000
per month, which is hardly a sound comm-
ercial level, but does provide a gratifying
distribution of anarchist propaganda which ,
was previously impossible to obtain in
Sydney.

On first impression the shop looks a
mess due to the large amount of news-
papers around the door - can anyone sugg-
est or design a good system of displaying
magazines, pamphlets, leaflets and news-
papers where they don't get dog-cared
and flop over and look as untidy as they do
in conventional wire racks. The distribut-
ion of papers like FREEDOM, Qgeli Road,
Black Fla Industrial Worker, ____NT etc
is viEl to %‘l8 deve lop"rH€fiFo'f our move-
ment, but it presents serious display

SINCE Hastings Anarchist Group prop-
osed a new anarchist paper with the
purpose of ‘breaking down the centralism
of the movement and involving small
groups in provincial towns‘, the response,
they report, has been good. They have
now put forward concrete proposals as
to how the paper should be organised:-
l. The production should be rotated
between as many groups as possible.
2. It should be a paper for the movement
itself - not trying to convince people
that anarchist principles are correct,
but rather anarchistssharing experience
with eachother.

problems for bookshops once you get
more than five or six. I quite liked the
system used at Freedom Bookshop with
a flat table top surface, but whether or
not this is appropriate will depend on the
shape of the shop, and Jura's premises
being long and thin seems to rule it out.

On the positive side of Jura, the way
in which the shop is run has improved,
with more open information channels and
better access to resources amongst the
voluntary workforce than was the case l2
months ago. This and the sheer fact of
the shop's survival with its $80 per week
rent bill are encouraging signs.
3. Since my arrival in Sydney I have
learned of the death of Ken Hauptman
last August (resulting from an overdose
of dog tranquillisers). Ken was known
to many comrades both in Australia and
overseas. He contributed significantly to
the re-birth of the movement in Sydney
in 1974 for which we remain in his debt.
Unfortunately his politics took a dive to-
wards cynicism, irresponsibility and
drugs (nihilism in the worst sense of the
word) and his presence became increas-
ingly disruptive and at times downright
embarrassing. I cannot find his death or
the manner in which it happened, either
surprising or tragic - the tragedy had
already happened. Nevertheless I am
stu'e there will be many interested to hear
the news.

A LAN WESTFA LL
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- Suggested topics - how anarchist

groups in various places developed;
how they operate and relate to other
revolutionaries and the community in
general in their area; reports of specific
actions.
3. Noeditorial policy. Anything of an
anarchist nature, taking the word anar-
chist in its widest possible sense,
should be published (excluding racist,
sexist, authoritarian, party -building
and right wing crap in general).
4. To keep costs down, no effort should
be made to produce a slick magazine -
as long as it's well laid out, readable
and with an occasional cartoon for light
relief.

people reading an entire copy of FREE-

 

4. We've just spent five weeks on a Russian
cruise ship - the T.;S. Leonid Sobinov -
returning home to Sydney after a year and
a half away (mostly spent in England).
The journey was much enjoyed, but that
is not our reason for writing. Before
leaving Southampton we equipped ourselves
with some back issues of FREEDOM and
a few pamphlets which we were able to
leave aroundethe main lounge in the after-
noons throughout the five -week voyage.
We didn't attemptany follow-up, but it
was a good opportunity to observe people's
reactions. Quite a few times we saw

DOM intently from cover to cover, and
generally by the end of the afternoon
about half had disappeared, presumably
with people taking them away to their
cabins to read Although the magazines
were anything up to a year old, we put
the news section inside the review so
that they did not look out of date We
would have dispensed with the news sect
ions altogether except that we wanted to
keep the contacts page in them This syst-
em of reversing the places of news section
and review might be an idea for groups
who get left with occasional issues of
FREEDOM from their selling activities.
It makes them more presentable and
keeps them saleable, especially as the
reviews contain articles of enduring int-
erest and often of considerable signif-
icance

DI 8: RICHARD

5. It should be free, with any group or
individual receiving as they can contrib-
ute.

HAG can get a certain amount of print-
ing done very cheaply and are offering
to produce the first issue ‘as an exper-
iment'. They add, "Any anarchist group
or individual who would like to contrib-
ute articles, cartoons, or anything
should send it to us as soon as possible.
When we have enough material we will
print it and send it out to every anarchist
and anti-authoritarian group we can find
the address of - and anyone who asks us.
As to the name, we thought until some
kind of consensus is reached, something
fairly neutral like Anarchist News. Of
course the next gro'iTp"c:3.'n change that if
they want, it doesn't matter that much.

"Even if this didn't get off the ground
and only one or two were produced (we
certainly wouldn't do more than that
without production going to someone
else) we think it would still have been
effort well spent. "

See Contact page for HAG's new
address.

it
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RONAN BENNETT was yet again refused
sibail when his application was made on

23 March, at the Old Bailey.
Ronan, as readers will know, is the

t last of the five anarchists who will be
standing trial together from 3 September,
to still be held in Brixton prison.

Rejecting the application, Recorder
George Shindler,Q.C. remarked: "We
have to be realistic about tiese things.
There are associations and there are
dangers. We cannot have a man disapp-
earing over the water". _

These devastatingly brief and vague
words are worth noting. They are a clear
indication of the reason why Ronan has
served what amounts already to a l year
prison sentence,even before coming to
trial. The fact that he is Irish.

Shindler, indeed, went out of his way
to ask the police "is there an Irish conn-
ection in this case? " A question which
could well serve as answer to an earlier
query of The Leveller's - "Are the police
leaning on the court to stop one of the
anarchist case defendants from being
granted bail‘! " L

Given the cue, of course, the police
lost no time in referring back to Ronan's
escape attempt from Long Kesh, where
he had been held on a charge of which he
was later acquitted. That the judge in the
escape case had merely bound Ronan over
with the remark that he could hardly blame
an innocent man for. trying to regain his
freedom was, need we say, unmentioned.

Apart from this, the police brought up
the usual objections - danger of intimidat-
ion of witnesses, probability of abscond-
ing, seriousness of charges - none of
which have sufficed to keep Ronan's co-
defendants in 83°1-

_ But it is useless to argue along these
lines. It is obvious that any ‘Irish conn-
ection' has a totally irrational grip over
the courts.

As the QC David Turner Samuels re-
marked after the hearing, the logical
consequence of Shindler's argument was
that any Irish person in this country,
charged with a serious offence, would
automatically be denied bail.

Whether a further bail application
will be made is uncertain at this stage.
But if no bail is granted, and assuming
that the provisional trial date of 3 Sept-
ember is held to, which may not be the
case, Ronan Bennett will have spent
almost l8 months on remand - with little,
or no chance of compensation if not

two toilets for 80 men on the landing of
the block where Ronan is held- There
are at most two showers a week, and
these are usually cold. The statutory l
hour's exercise per day is limited to
periods ranging from 30 -45 minutes
only, and prisoners are locked up for
at least 22 hours a day (the two 'free'
hours being taken up with visits, exercise,
slop-out etc). There is no television,
no gym facilities, no proper association
with other prisoners, or recreational
facilities, no access to up-to-date prison
rules, and no adequate educational or
library facilities (one educational officer
and one library officer supply the entire
population of 1, 200 men)-

In addition, although allowed to use a
typewriter as a Category A (maximum

I nvi t d , _ security) prisoner he is now not per-
gfintefni ' or Sentenced to 3' shorter pus mitted to use it on,the grounds that -if he

This situation is bad enough in itself.
What makes it yet worse are the appall-
ing conditions of remand prisoners in

has one it could be stolen from him! He
was also refused access to his defence
papers for up to l0 days while on punish-
ment for protesting at the refusal tothis country where the remand period .

has traditionally been (at least relatively) hand mm over a chess book‘short A meeting on Ronan's case is to be held

In this case, however, not only was
the '7 month pre-committal period excep-
tionally long, but Ronan faces the like-
lihood of at least another '7_ in 'decategor- w
ised‘ conditions. These, because of
massive overcrowding, are far more
taxing and much dirtler, than those of
the maximum security wing. Their
effect on mental and physical health
make them prejudicial to the preparation
of an ade uate defence intolerable over

on Friday, 25 May from 7. 30 at Conway
Hall, Red Lion Square, London. f“'41..
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any length °f fime- W A new charge has been brought against
T0 list lust 3 few Points (but 9PF=11‘iI1S the six-already charged with 'conspiracy

readers graphic detail about the fat to 1-obg It appeal-e to be making legal
cockroaches in H. M. kitchens) there are: history in that it has never before been

used. Stewart Carr, Tevor Dawton, Iris
Mills, Vince Stevenson, Dafydd Ladd and
Ronan Bennett are now also charged with
conspiring together ‘with persons unknown
between January and May 1978, ‘to de-
fraud people in London and elsewhere by
robbing them of cash and firearms".

This whole case can be described as
the story of bungling efforts by the police
to bolster up untenable charges. Once
brought into the light of examination they
simply tl1I‘Il to dust. The ‘conspiracy to
cause explosions’ charge was so gross
that even the DPP refused to go through

+i>'ae1§5.;55’;E;E=’5Ei=:I‘5§1§E§§§tE§:§* _ it. |-Iihle ‘c cyto '

rob‘ does not seem to have muchfuture
in it either - hence the need for yet
another, purely supportive charge. The
ATS are obviously a pretty desperate
bunch in more than one sense.



Lila lK..;l‘!i..)_ L Uill 4t;IQ/ Lil! Wit/i ‘slit?
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nationalist
Dear friends,

As a Scottish Nationalist with anarch-
ist sympathies, I would like to reply to
Colin Mackay‘s very witty but, in my
view, muddle -headed and factually in-
accurate article ‘Edinburgh Spring‘.

It is true of course that, as Colin
says, Scots do not share a common orig-
in. There is no such thing as a Scottish
'race', since the Scots are an amalgam
of many different races, who have moved
into the country throughout the centuries.
Colin is also right in claiming that much
of the Scottish historical tradition con-
sists of wars, both civil and with Eng-
land. He is wrong, however, in imagin-
ing that the great Wars of Independence
in the late 13th and early 14th centuries
did not have the support of the ordinary
people. Far from being press-ganged
into fighting for William Wallace and
Robert the Bruce, the common folk of
Scotland rallied spontaneously behind
the banners of these mighty leaders. In
these days the Scots were a people "harr-
ied by a callous super -power (England),
their language (Gaelic) v__v_g.__§ dying unrec-
ognised, their customs were forbidden"
and so on. Moreover, all the old inter-
necine rivalries were forgotten in the
struggle against the common enemy,
England (Highlanders and Lowlanders
fought side by side at Bannockburn),
which, as a matter of historical fact,
was always the aggressor. ‘

Colin, of course, will maintain that
all this has now changed, and that what
remains is, as he writes, "a strange,
ghost-like nationalism". But this is
simply untrue. Colin 9-ossly underest-
imates the strength of the sense of nat-
ional identity in Scotland today. From
at coldly rational point of view, of course,
Scotland is merely “so much earth bet-
ween the Atlantic and the North Sea".
Yet the fact remains that if Scotland were
to be invaded again tomorrow, the vast
majority of the population would unite to
try to repd.-the aggressor, just as they
did six centimies ago. Even on the triv-
ial level of the foottnll field, the antag-

. onism between Celtic and Rangers is
temporarily put into cold storage when
Scotland meets England at Hampden or
Wembley. Colin may deny that Scotland
is a nation until he is blue in the face,

Suits...
FREEDOM

Whilst agreeing with most of Dave
Coull's reaction to John Clark's ‘What
is Anarchism ? ‘ I would suggest Dave
might be an even better active anarchist
by reading Bookchin, Goodman and "
Guerin. Dave, in fact, by taking the
trouble to write to FREEDOM, indicates
that he considers the influence of the
written word is to be respected. We
neither desire mindless anarchism nor
anarchology.
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but he will never convince 99 per cent of
his fellow countrymen that he is right,
and that includes "the aspiiring bourg-
eois shoppers of Princes Street"! Ult-
imate ly, definitions of what constitutes
a nation are unimportant; what matters
is whether people feel-themselves to be-
long to a nation or not. I know with my
head that all frontiers are artificially
created, yet when I returned to Scotland
after a prolonged sojourn in England
some years ago, my heart gid beat fast-
er as the train approached the Scottish
border and the land of my fathers. And
Colin will never convince me that the
passiomte love I feel for the country of
my birth is something I should be ash-
amed of, and try to overcome.

The recent referendum was a fiasco
because it was not about devolution at
all, but about the implementation of the
‘Scotland Act‘, which proposed the sett-
ing up of a feeble domestic Assembly
which would have been a mere appendage
of Westminster. Many electors voted
‘No’ or abstained, not because they were
against home rule, but on the contrary
because they believed that the emasculat-
ed Assembly which would have resulted
had 40 per -cent voted ‘Yes’, would have
prevented the achievement of real self-
government for many years. In 1950,
over 2 million Scots signed a Covenant
demanding the setting up of a Scottish
parliament, and had the referendum
question been worded along these lines,
the 40 per cent hurdle‘ would have been
surmounted with ease.

Colin's account of the rise of modern
Scottish nationalism is a complete tra-
vesty. In the first place, it originated _
long before the 1920s. The Scottish Home
Rule Association was founded in 1886,

to...  
Dear comrades

The last Review (29 March) was really
good. Giulia's article touched on the
subject of rape and violence to women,
and I think this is something anarchists
should be paying more attention to, esp-
ecially since the collapse of Zero means
that there is no specifically anarcho-
feminist paper worth speaking of being
produced in Britain.

Rape, women-beating and the unspoken
ideology which accompanies it affects
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and by 1894 the Liberal majority in the
House of Commons was supporting a
Scottish parliament. Keir Hardie, the
first Labour MP, was a staunch advoc-
ate of home run-.,,. and in 1913 a bill to
establish a Scottish parliament was gass-
ed at Westminster by 204 votes to 159.
Only the outbreak of the first World War
prevented its being implemented. Between
the two World Wars and later, the home-
rule movement was led by -such great
Scots as James Maxton, R. B. Cunning-
hame Graham, John Maclean, Compton
Mackenzie, Eric-"Linklater, Hugh Mac-
Diarmid, Neil M. Gunn, Oliver Brown,
Sydney Goodsir Smith, Sorley Maclean
and Naomi Mitchison, some of them fine
poets, it is true (though not particularly
gaunt ones! ), but none "little Tory lad-
ies in tartan skirts"! The modern SNP
is certainly a bourgeois monarchist
Party (which is one of the main reasons
why I, a Scottish Socialist Republican,»
am not a member), but Colin's assert-
ion that the Party "would natnlm aborig-
ine tribes on the land needed for oil ter-
minals out of the way without the slight-
est hesitation“ is a gratuitous and offen-
sive lie. I know personally some of the
SNP leaders (I went to school with the
present chairman, Billy Wolfe), and can
vouch for their integrity and humanity.
Indeed, the Party's record on conservat-
ion issues has been good. They have al-
ways advocated that the extraction of oil
should be slowed down, and are at pres-

. ent in the vanguard of the opposition to
the iniquitous proposal to carry out ur-
anium mining in the North of Scotland
and the Orkney Islands. _

Of course, there would have to be much
devolution and decentralisation within an
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Anarcho- As we Pseudo-
colonial

ales  
Dear Editors .

I found myself agreeing with a lot of
the comments about devolution in vol. 40
no. 4+ of FREEDOM, although the few
SNP stalwarts I have met seem far bett-
er material than the "girls in blue jeans
exuding Chanet No. 5" to whom Colin
Mackay refers.

But the vital point has been missed
entirely.

The lack of public support for the
devolution proposals has been solidly
interpreted in the capitalist press as
satisfaction with the status quo and re-
jection of the concept of home rule.
Nothing could be further from the truth.

Nobody I know is happy with the pres-
ent pseudo-colonial way in which Wales
is governed (I don't get to mix with the
well-heeled upper crust who benefit from
this situation) and everyone - of all pol-
itical leanings and ‘hone - wants to see
a lot more local control in local hands.
But in the referendum people voted con-
vincingly against the establishment of a
useless, toothless, expensive white ele-
phant in Wales which would provide an '
elaborate haven for ageing Labour hacks
in Cardiff on the lines of the haven for
ageing ex-Etonhacks which exists in
Westminster.

The creation of Westminster -style
centralised government in Wales (and in
Scotland as well for all I know) has a
fairly substantial appeal, as we have the
RIGHT to be free of English colonialism,
a colonialism which is comparatively
soft in world terms, but which still
leaves us with an exploited economy, a
ravaged cultime and on-going linguistic
genocide. But substantial, and wider,
progress is only feasible if we can con-
tinue the process of power-decentralis-
ation not just from London to Wales, o
Scotland and the English regions, but
also from Cardiff outwards to each dis-
trict and community in Wales.

By no process of revolution, political
education (how many people read FREE- -
DOM?) or the arrival of a messiah, can
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community freedom be grasped without‘
the dynamic of national freedom behind
it. Only when the concept of ‘small nat-
ion‘ self-government has been accepted
within our hypnotised society can the T
concept of ‘small community‘ self-gov-
ernment take root -. in Enghnd as well
as Wales. l

I agree with your conclusion that 'de-
volution', as presented by a centralist
English‘ Labour government is (or was)
a load of crap. But judging by the con-
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tfilltfl Of V01. HO. 4 the 3.HB.1'Cll'l.Bt l‘IlOV9-' Dear comrades in - '
ment is in danger of chucking out the e Thought the not two Revlewe were
baby with the bathwater if it also fails to l very good_ In feet, together with the
Bee the relevance °l "atl°"-allsm, '19" news of group activities section there
colonialisation and national self-govern- has been 3 oeflhtte improvement in your
ment as essential steps towards creating ijool-nah Hope you might be able to eol-
U16 free SOC'l.9tY Wh'l.Cl1 ‘W8 would_all, I mgre 1-emrtg from anarchist 3_nd- .

think. like to 868- " libertarian communist groups abroad.
P°b hWY1 Keep up the good work!

IVIEURIG PARRI M[K'E BALLARD
Ab9l‘Y9lIWYl1ll, Dlfledi CYlTl1‘l1/Wales Solidarity (Manchester) .

u-...... _ _
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y independent Scotland, and I would pers-
onally favour a federal system along the
“lines of that operating in Switzerland,
though with a socialist economy. "Scot-
land means nothing to me . . people
everything . . . love live Anarchy!" cries
Colin with a flourish. But, as I have
.tried to explain, people just cannot be
separated from the nation they feel they
belong to, and while I agree that anarch-
ism is a noble ideal, I do not believe it
could ever work in practice for more
than a very limited period. As Bertrand
Russell pointed out 60 years ago in
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all of us in o_in' everydaylives, not just
those who are unlucky enough to be its "
direct victims. Moreover, as anarchists
upholding the freedom of women and the
social prevention of violence, we really
ought to be coming up with some reason-
able ideas on this subject, at a time when
even the trad Left are beginning to think
about it.

If anyone, male or female, is interest-
_ed in getting a Review together on the
subject of violence against women, please
contact me. ‘

WIN SMITH
B03113 t0 Freedom , GVGH assuming A Cratni ' 1e UM-at as—-———-H——————-- . _ X PP - Yan anarc st society could be set up with Shrewgbur Shro6shh,e)_
out much bloodshed (a large assumption y’
indeed! ), because of its very libertarian

tur th ld be th t ' 'na e, ere wou no ing o pre- i 5
vent an unscrupulous person from form- 5
ing his own private army, seizing pow- L9-"Tells 0l19l"B lellel‘ lB B11181! =11-
61‘, and esiahiishing a military dictator- other example of what Dave obiectfl to
ship. I will, therefore, continue to work and it $l11‘°1Yl11 befllifl T-31116118 to crit-
for an independent Scotland which, I lvlfle amrchlfll sverrillas for being elit-
believe, could be achieved by peaceful ' lsll Whilst suggesting Gandhi 9-B aflgllrei
and democratic means before the end of f°1‘ all?-1‘¢lll5liB 110 £01101!-» one 1101168
the oehhh-y_ ~ Laurens did not pick up John Chris's

J01-IN L_ BRQQM elitist comment about ‘major anarchist
Orkney i theorists‘. The anarchist theorists are

OUR printing of the article ‘Edinburgh
Spring‘ in FREEDOM Review vo1‘.4O no.4
(l0th.March) unfortunately missed a line
which rather jumbled up one of the para-
graphs.The top of page ll,1ines eleven
to twelve should rea.d:-

" had closed down its second han

i
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usually too academic and surely this is
the major error of John Clark's inter-
esting but incomplete essay. No-one but
an academic could write that “some fig-
ures, like Emma Goldman, seem to i
have an equally strong commitment to
both individual freedom and social solid-
arity“ when considering flie distinction0 0 0 _ d I

bookshops, its dives and even some of between individualist and 80013.1 anarch-
its pubs in my absence and blossomed out ' ism. I've fOimd pI‘2.ClIl.Cil.lly all anarch-
in a rash of boutiques health food shops. . ' 'lSl2B -‘ill the same mO1lld 38 Emma GOM-
etc . " _ man,

Colin Makay a.dds;"The point I was mak- Neither l8 the 3l'B.1‘Cl'l0—0OIIlmllIl'l8ll/
ing was that the nature of the ‘city centre amrcho-syndimlist distinction 80 Vllfll
was changing tocater for a. growing bour- t0 anyone‘ outside the intellectual Q'66lI-
geoeisie.Oh,one other point:it is foolish "house. We are syndicalists 01‘ egolsts
and immature 'mind' not a foolish and at ‘W011! 2.8 Sllllifl U18 8l.lI'll3.lIl0Il, ‘and may-
immature 'wind' which equates import- be take other perspectives at d'lff01‘QI1t
ance with bloodshed (p. 10 line 48).What a times. - Y _
comr-ade's mature wind is like is something ours Jw
I would hate to imagine. " Weybridge, Sin'rey 0
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NEWS FROM ANGEL ALLEY
WE WERE CSAYING in the last
issue that it-would by physi-
cally-impossible to carry on
our propaganda work if we did
not have-at least one room for
the editors to ponder overihe
issues of the day and to pro-
duce the paper. Freedom Press
could hardly deal with the
administration without an of-
fice too. Then we run a Book-
service which not only wel-
comes callers but also sup-
lies comrades and groups all
over the world with litera-
ture, and this needs another
room for stock and the pack-
ing of parcels. We are also
publishers of a number of
books and pamphlets, and our
stocks of these fill another
room. Last but not least we-
have two rooms filled with
material accumulated over the
years always hoping that the
means will be available one
day to set up a flourishing
anarchist library. On the
ground floor at Angel Alley
we have a printing press. At
the moment it is at a stand-
still; we will tell you why
next time.

S0 THAT'S THE SET-UP at Angel
Alley. Two floors bustling
with activity. One floor bul-
ging‘with books, archives &c.
for an exciting library. The
ground floor idle, but notfor
long if we can put our present
financial commitments on a
sound footing. When we moved
into Angel Alley in 1941 we
rented the building opposite
"which is bigger than 84B for
£2 a week and the Rates were
less than £50 a year! Today
we pay no Rent but have to
find £850 for Rates, £100 for
Water Rates a year. The tele-
phone accounts for £200, heat
another £200, and lighting
and Insurance another £100

certain, and that is we will
be unable to meet them out of
the "profits" on our Bookser-
vices We have no financial
reserves to draw on and it
will mean using the income
from the sale of Freedomfress
literature for this purpose.
instead of its true purpose
of replacing and renewing our
stocks of FP literature. We
are confident that many of y
you will share our concern,
and will agree that all those
working in Angel Alley who
unfailingly produce FREEDOM,
who dispatch your orders
promptly, and have maintained
a small but important list of
anarchist literature over all
these years, are not asking a
lot when they expect to have
a roof over all their activi-
ties, and space to work in.
And when one thinks of the
printing press, these two
idle years are not such a bad
record considering that we
did all our own printing
throughout the previous 36
years!
So it's £1,000 this year for
the PREMISES OVERHEADS FUND
to keep us in Angel Alley.
The fund is now open and wet
look forward to receiving don-
ations large and small.

Robert Blatchford: Mgrrie C
Egglagd, £1.20 (l9pl First
published in Blatchford‘s
paper "The Clarion" in 1892
-3. This has become a clas-
sic work on the plight of’
the working people in the
latter part of the Nine-
teenth Century.

each. In all, £1,600 at 197s *0er1@tta 0'Neil1= Treneee
prices.

With all these charges about
to go up again one thing is

F .

FREEDOM DEFICIT FUND
(T

Contributions received
March 22 - 28 inclusive

STOKE NEWINGTON: L.F. £5;
WOLVERHAMPTON: J.L. £1.50;

in Spgig, £2. (26p7. An
eye witness account of the
Spanish Revolution. '
Raoul Vaneigen: The Reyglg;
tiop of Eve§yday_Lifg, £2.
T29pYT One of the Classic
Texts of Situationism.

*Jose Peirats: Agarchhgts igarget 1979: £2000) ~ ' “ -the Seeeieh_Bereleiiee.£2-50
T€45I. A first English trans-
lation by Mary An Slocombe &
Paul Hollow of Peirats‘ im-
portant work. It originally
appeared in Spanish in 1964
and is an important, sympa-

J-K-W- 50D; TROY, NY= D-T-w- thetic and scholarly account
£12; ACCRINGTON: G.H. £2;
LONDON SE14: B.S,B. £1.

TOTAL' £22.00

of the Spanish Revolution
from an anarchist perspect-
give.

~

SPECIAL
PRE-ELECTIONS OFFER:

Freedom Press‘s latest tit-
le: THE IMPOSSIBILITIES
OF SOCIAL" DEMOCRACY. £1.
5 copies for £2.25 post
free. This special offer
is available on orders re-
ceived up to the end of
April.
This book is most suitable
for your voting friends
who still cherish hopes in
Labour Party socia1ism.Nor
will it be of much comfort
to those who think it is
"time for a change"cfi rul-
ers. The Fourth Section of
the book deals with "The
Means : Elections Vote
Catching" and includes just
the kind of material for
Election Time: Th§_Myth_Qi
£eeee£_eerereeeeil Three
eel-"..i.i.__....._.___eSin $eereh_ef_leiee
§eli;leieeeei_eee_leiins,
Notes for those about to
Iijjiijjjijjiiijiiiiiii
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142 pages of anti-voting
ammunition for £1, 5 copies
for £2.25 (post free) for
April only.

tAnthony D‘Agostino: Mgrgigm
eeesiee Reeei-.ee_Ar1.e1:e1.<leie.e2.‘T365T. Eight Studies of
the role of the Russian An-
archists from the emergence
of Marxism to the post-Stal
inist era. e

*Paul Goodman : The Break-up
of-Our Camp. Volume Iiof the
Collected Short Stories of
Paul Goodman. Edited by
Taylor Stoehr,£2.50 (54p)
NEW.

*Paul Goodman : A Ceremonial
Volume II of the Collected
Short Stories of Paul Good-
man, ed. b maylor Stoehr
£2.50 (54p§. NEW.

*Rudolf Rocker: Nationaligm
gnd_Qultg;g. Cloth £8.50,
paper £5.50, each 86p posta
Rocker's vast 614 pp. treat-
ise now available again.

ade erm are vailabltfiggjfgjrsito"ss%rsnsps"§"Qn

When ordering by mail please
add postage as in brackets.

THE HOME OFFICE recently financed an investigation by two
academics into the workings of the jury system and found that
about one in 20 of those imprisoned for serious offences are
‘probably’ innocent and one in four acquitted are ‘probably’
gmhy.

_ The probably comes about when the verdicts are compared
with the opinions of experts - the police, judges andlawyers
- who make their living from crime no less than the criminals
they arrest and punish. C 0

The report concludes that the traditional British faith in A
juries is ‘misplaced’. No-one, of course, has ever claimed
that the jury represents perfection and never errs. But, for
one reason or another, most of us would rather take our

_  chances with 12 fellow citizens than one, two or three Slate
officials.

In 1973 Robert Mark, then Commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police, complained that juries were acquitting too many people.
He described acquittals as ‘failures’ and declared the "failure
rate is too hi h"g .

Harman and Griffitl¥say, "On his line of argument it is hard
to see the point of any trial at all - if the police are always
right in their determination of guilt, why involve a court!"

fjv . 4-\I.1_
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The police are always right. They either get the right per-
son or, if they"c_an't do that, manufacture enough evidence to
make it look as if they have. The law is always right. That it is
a class law, codified to protect the interests of a ruling minor-
ity, is something that most people including, unfortunately,
juries do not take into account.

"The jury“, say the authors of this pamphlet, "is the one
chance that most people have of administering the law for them-
selves. And so it has always been the subject of attack from
those who think they know better: judges, Government law off-
icers and senior policemen".

Writing in The Guardian, Michael Zander suggests "Author-
ising a study conducted by bugging a random sample of jury
rooms without the jury knowing it". In this way the State might
discover more about the "deepening mysteries of the jury
room". Who is to say they're not doing that alreadyt i

There is, as it happens, no mystery. Theoretically any man
or woman on the electoral roll can be called for jury service.
‘Every year about 200, 000 are called. The real mystery is
why the State feels itself scfifiidermined that it must, in turn,
attempt to undermine the jury.

From personal experience   
The defendant was accused of five robberies, two while

armed with a sawn-off shotgun and onw with an imitation auto-
matic. The only evidence against him, in spite of 20 or so wit-
nesses, consisted of two statements allegedly made to members
of a Crime Squad and the Flying Squad admitting his part in a -
string of robberies, some of which he hadn't been charged with.

There had already been one trial. The jury had split and
been unable to reach a verdict-either way. The defendant's _
case was that both groups of policemen Lhad concocted the state-
ments, he had been 'verbal1ed‘.

At the outset defence counsel objected to two jurors, both
Titles marked ,, are published elderly women, on the grounds presumably that they would be
in U_ S _ A_ or fianada“ prejudiced against a young ‘thug‘, guilty or not. The prosecut-

Previously acknIdgd;£489.06 S _ 84b WHHECHAPEL HIGH STREET ffustice Deserted - The Subversion of the Jur
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ion asked one man to "stand by for the Crown", on the face of
it because he looked the same age and class as the prisoner
and might be biased in his favour.

At the end of the evidence and summing-up the judge told us
we should reach a unanimous verdict. If we were unable to do
this he would call us back into court and explain what a major-
ity verdict eniailed.

The 12 of us - three women and nine men, aged from early
30s to late 50s - were taken to the jury room and locked in.
We chose a foreman (not the strongest personality but a man
who'd sat on a jury before) and discussed first what form our
verdict would take. A ' . t

We immediately agreed that as the prosecution rested on a
confession, the witness evidence being almost entirely margin-
al, the prisoner was either guilty of all the-charges or, if the
confession was false, none of them.,

Then we went round the table.



We had a rough idea what way things might go. Four or five
of us regularly had lunch together throughout the two weeks of
the trial, going over and over the morning's evidence. We had
all had a good opportunity to see not only how one another 's -
minds were working on the case but how they worked generally.

But a weekend had intervened between the judge's final
summing-up and the point when we were salt out and it was over
these two days that people had to sort it out alone. 2

Ten said"'Guilty", one "Not Guilty" and one, apologetically,
"Not ure".I had expected things to be closer than this with
perhaps eight saying "Guilty", two "Don'tlfnow" and two "Not
Guilty". ‘The best I had hoped for, based on what people had
been saying, was another split jury.

A general discussion broke out, centering around me - who
was saying "Not Guilty" - and the people I'd expected not to
say "Guilty" so decisively. Being in a minority meant having
to argue i_n support of the man's innocence - which is, naturally,
the reality of courtoom practice anyway.

We argued for five hourse, everyone eventually being drawn
in to give reasons for their decision. About half way through
we retm'ned to court to say that a unanimous decision was im-
possible. Back in the jury room the one "Not Sure" changed
to "Not Guilty".

The defence case was that it had been easy for the police to
create plausible confessions because they possessed statements
from other men involved in the robberies - these men were
already in prison - together with all the witness statements.
(As someone once said about another case, a police officer in-
volved deserved not a Queen's Commendation but the Nobel
Prize for Fiction).

The prosecution case was that this might be true, were it not
for a number of details in the confession that appeared nowhere
else. Our argument in the jury room revolved around these
points.

As in any argument it was possible to insist that black was
white and white black, particularly as were all certain the pol-
ice had more information than they were willing to let on. Ult-
imately it came down to a feeling, a willingness or unwilling-
ness to accept that ten police officers were able to conspire to
fabricate a confession.

Two of the jurors said that if it had involved, say, three
policemen they could have accepted it. The "balance of prob-
abilities" therefore lay not in whether the prisoner had commit-
ted the robberies but in whether that many police officers would
lie together.

We all agreed that some officers falsified evidence because
they were financially corrupt, some because they were down-
right evil and others for what they saw as ‘good’ reasons - to
get what they thought was a genuine public menace out of- circ-
ulation.

We all agreed that, when it came to it ("'it' being our respons-
ibility, collectively, to decide whether a man was gaoled or
not) the "good' reasons just weren't good enough to constitute
real evidence.

The ability to sift evidence varies from individual to individ-
ual. The amount of prejudice (either way) roughly balances out.
The final decision was reached, by most maple, in what they
felt were the interests of people like themselves, not the pol-
ice or the law. That those interests might be defined by the
law was something we could not go into.

No-one was taken in by the eloquence of the counsel. Every-
one said it was just a game lawyers play. But some jurors‘
attitude towards the judge worried me. He appeared to be seen
as genuinely playing the part of an unbiased arbiter.

'I‘wo or three of them said openly as the trial went on that
they were hoping for 'firm' guidance from him, not simply on
points of law (which is said to be his province) but also on the
relative weight to be attached to evidence. Oddly enough this
attitude came from people who, intellectually at least, were
among the most cainble of doing this for themselves.

The judge gave this guidance and pointed out over and over
that while we were bound to accept his ruling on law we were
at liberty (his expression) to ignore every word he said in his
summing-up of the evidence. "Accept, members of the jury,
anything that fits your view, reject anything that doesn't".

But judges are old hands at the game. "It is of course quite
possible", he said at one point, "that two groups of police off-
icers should manufacture a confession". To read this_is one

thing. In reality he was rubbing his chin and peering dubiou sly
over his spectacles as he said it. .

When I said this to one of the jurors who voted "Guilty" he
said,- "'I‘hat's why we imve juries. To see through things like
thatll.

Had he‘! "Yes. But I agreed with the judge".
Perhaps we would be a lot safer if we got rid of the judge's

summing-up. .
The prisoner was given ten years for each robbery, to run

concurrently, and three for each gun charge, again to run con-
cm'rently, making 13- in all. He took it well but again insisted
on his innocence. One of the jurors who voted "Not Guilty" ran
to the lavatory and we never saw her again.

In the end it didn't make a blind bit of difference to the pris-
oner, the victim, whether he had a jury or not. Thirteen years
is 13 ‘years. But how the jury is selected and what powers it
manages to retain can make an essential difference.

II! Ill Ill

Justice Deserted details the gradual changes madé in the
past En yé'ars or so to undermine the position of the jury, and
thus the part ordinary people play in the process of 'justice'. *

The 1967 Criminal Justice Act brought in majority verdicts.
Until then a jury had to agree unanimously that guilt had been
proven. If one member had, as they say, "any shadow of doubt",
the case was over and the Crown had to start again and convince
another mury or drop the charges altogether.

The justification for the change by which a majority of at
least ten to two was sufficient for conviction was that gangsters
could intimidate one juror and undermine the legal process.
No evidence for this was ever presented. The number of trials
involving organised gangsters are, to say the least, limited.-
But it had the advantage of making conviction a simpler thing.

The second change came in I973 when a direction was issued
to judges barring any questioning of jurors by the defence.
The Angry Brigade trial had seen defence barristers asking
potential jurors questions to ascertain what level of bias there
might be amongst them. '

Senior members of the judiciary attacked this on the grounds
that a "jury consists of 12 members chosen at random". We
shall see that the sanctity of randomness doesn't always apply
- when it suits the State.

A further change came in the same year when the Tory Lord
Chancellor Hailsham had details of occupation removed from
the information on jurors available to both sides at the beginn-
ing of the trial. Hailsham complained that the defence were
using this knowledge as a basis for challenge. It was being p
'abused'. .

"By ‘abused’ Lord Hailsham seemed to mean 'exercised' by
the defence", say Harman and Griffith, "for he remained un-
concerned at the increasing use of the challenge by prosecutors
to remove young men with long hair from j1n'ies in drug cases".

Two years ago the next major change came when whole cat-
egories of offences were taken from the Crown Courts - where
juries sit - and handed over to the Magistrates' Courts - where
they don't. The old name for the Magistrates' Court was the
Police Court, which says enough.

The justification for this was that it would speed up the pro-
cess of justice and reduce the amount of time defendants hadeto
wait before their cases were heard. Public order charges in-
volving threatening or insulting behaviour, for example, were
no longer to be heard before a jury.

The first clear result of this in real terms came during the
picketing at Grunwick where workers were fighting for the right
to belong to a union. Over 500 people were arrested and most
were charged with Public Order offences.

The authors say, "The local magistrates showed their dis-
approval of the events at Grunwick by handing down hundreds
of convictions and fines. In the majority of cases the police
evidence (for they were all convicted on police evidence alone)
was so thin as to be derisory. Here was a factor which would
seriously have concerned a jury but hardly seemed to matter -
to the magistrates". I ,

In the same Act - the 1977 Criminal Justice Act - the defence
right to challenge jurors was further whittled away; Originally
35 could be challenged but this fellin time to seven. The Act
reduced this to three - the prosecution's right of challenge in
open court being left unlimited. ~ “
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MONSTROSITY a huge place with fearful human beings inside, The prodders mock him as he passes and they are very
and next to this monstrosity is a river called the congagree much aware of eachother's purpose. Neither extending the
river where garbage is disposed of. And . . . coincidentally 2 right theright to eachother. But the throngs (pad) him for
the very same river feeds water back into that monstrosity, that the time being against their antagonising prongs. _
the éntonbed victims have no choice but to drink it.

Building one is an inmate living quarters; the cells are 5 x
8 and two inmates are housed to each cell. The building its-
elf was built in the 1800s. It was once used for the selling of
slaves and used to house General Sherman‘-s horses in 1846
when the Confederate war was being fought. And in 1979 the
Confederate flag, the symbol of that very same war, is still
aired daily from the mast and the capital city.

The bell rings awakening me to the harsh realities of its
meaning, Another day to see if it is I who have been selected
for sacrifice --- To become another historical statistic, as
others before me, who saw the inhumane purpose of It's
existence.

Another warning bell laughs out at the preparation many
are taking to no avail - especially at me as the metal grind
against metal and the jungle of keys set the day in motion.
Sending throngs of lonely, fearful beings into the tunnel to
nowhere.

A tenseness grips me as I am pushed through the surging

As I get to the place of truce along with the others in my
condition, we close out the rest of the hostile environment to
settle down to ease the hopelessness; but it comes back for
there is no defence, but yet there is hope in others. '

A vague feeling of security envelops me, and my eyes are
lifted upwar as so many before me. The sky is grey and has
no picture, not even a reflection of the grim scene below 'it.
My head hangs in desperation as I anticipate the moment of
congregation - for all will become as one - a pool of disapp-
ointment, desperation, depression, degeneration, and des-
pondent souls feeling time pass them by.

The mockery of the bell fills the fast chilling air as every-
one scurries to their next appointment. A short wait ensues.

The final bell pierces through the silence, causing me to
shudder as the familiar sound of metal against metal and
jingling of keys drowns out the heart-rendering pleas to be
forgiven. But no-one hears and no-one cares to hear.

Someone has gotten away . . his plea has been answered/
as swearing fills the air while brown uniformed men creep

crowd going nowhere. A caution is singing, someone has been from their skinner boxes programmed . . . The search is on,
tagged with the red tail of death.

Already the prodders electrify the surging crowd-, calling
out mockingly to their helpless condition. But always in hope

diligently. I know the joy he must feel. Excitement quickly
dissipates for the rest are still here to face the anger.
Quietness encompasses all as there are sighs of relief and

of being sgnred a few more minutes, hours, or possibly i resignation.
another day, for none know the names called in the silence of "H I lay down to contemplate it all as ever before, only six
the morning.

Everywhere pleas are wailed pitifully, yet unheard.
»=Another mocking bell rings and all actions cease momen- " is one of fitful resignation. One of nightmarish horrors untold,
tarily, not for choice of response but to sniff the air. The
truce called could be an invitation to death.

inches away from many other crying souls, lost souls; our
anxiety filled nights keep sleep away and when it does come it

to be awoken by the ringing of another challenge.
MICHAEL HITTER
 

T

The Accidental Death of an Anarchist, Belt & Braces - a tour-
fig group,"a"t't'h-e7:T3.Y:'i'<son Lane Community Centre, London
N. 7. ’

BY the time you read this review the tour will be almost over.
This is great stuff by Dario Fo, and a greatperformance by
Belt and Braces, who ad libbed it" up to date. You will laugh
from beginning to end, if at times somewhat grimly. It is
called a farce, and indeed we are living in farcical times.
It is a robust and enthusiastic performance, and it was good
to see the establishment being kicked in every part of its
anatomy before a packed audience. I felt that the left estab-
lishment was a» little uneasy as it came in for a few side-
swipes as well.

See it at your first opportunity; encourage Belt and Braces
to put it on in your area. '

Detailsof the group and performances:- (01) 267-6722.
ALAN ALBON n
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Eh__§_Nuclear State Robert Jungk, John Calder, £2.95
paperfick, §5.§5 hardback. ,

HITHERTO humanity's actions have been reversible and no
doubt in terms of infinity the nuclear decision will also be.
We are concerned with humanity and the immense potential
that lies before us. The unpleasant aspects of the nuclear
decision have men pushed to the background by the vast
economic and political interests that surround the issue.
In the immediate future the effects are likely to be enormous
on the giiysical, social and psychological level. The symbolic
milestone the Friends of the Earth recently rolled to the Min-
istry of the Environment has added significance because of the
recent events at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania. The sad
thing is, it is likely to take a tragedy of immense proportions
to get people to review the whole direction of our industrial
technology. Nuclear technology is the dangerous and destruct-
ive climax to this power -based technology.

The whole development of nuclear energy has been shrouded
in secrecy, subterfuge, dishonesty and miscaiculation. Born
in the circumstances of weaponry the cancerous civil offspring
of the Nagasaki and Hiroshima bombs has been developed by
government stealth, and in many countries growing opposition
has been ruthlessly suppressed. In the USSR secrecy is so ,
complete that even an accident of great magnitude is still not
known to the citizens of that country. It is probable that although
the accident became known to the West through surveillance -
techniques, it was some time before the news trickled out here.
THE 'HARD PATH ' AND THE ‘SOFT PATH‘
 _:il flii- iii 1'11-1-121

In the foreword to this book, Jungk says, "Looking back at
the industrial and political development of the past hundred
years, in the light of the contrast before us of the ‘hard path‘
chosen by most modern societies and the ‘soft path‘ that has
fallen into disrepute because it is considered industrially back-
ward, one significant factor becomes plain. The decision to opt
for nuclear energy was the logical consequence of a technolog-
ical policy that gave precedence to material growth over all
over human interests"

The discovery of vast sources of energy has never lead to
a more just and equable society, it has lead in some places to i
a wider sharing of the cake but never to the relinquishing of
power.As Jmgk says:

‘It is now clear that it has lead to a concentration of power in
the hands of a few. . .to an ever widening gulf between the rich,
who get ne joy from their riches, and the poor,who are no long
er able to even help themselves.It is a path that -leads deeper
and deeper into alienation, isolation and hostility. ‘
RADIATION FODDER _

Radiation hypasses the human senses and at.low levels can
only be detected by instrumentsgall personel at nuclear plmts
are liable to be exposed to levels of radiation higher than nor-
mal. The true hazards of such cumulative radiation are, as yet,
unknown. The processing plants have a very bad history of mal-
functioning. La Hague, in France, is probably the worst example,
erected in greedy haste to captm~e the reprocessing market, its
record is appalling.It has leaked a deadly cocktail into the atm-
osphere and into the sea, even the pipes taking it to the sea have
leaked many times.The conditions at the plant lead to the first
strike at a nuclear plant. The story of this establishment in the
book make very interesting re ading,
THE GAMBLERS

Nuclhar Echnology is a gamble of astonishing proportions ,
socially and technically imperfect where perfection is of total
importance and hitherto unattainable. Referring to past human
tragedies Jungk says -

"All the major tragedies known to history which used to be
called acts of god were eventually forgotten The wounds healed
in the course of time. But that does not apply to the latest acts
of man. For breakdowns and accidents in a chemical factory, a
biological factory or a nuclear plant are capable of doing more
titan immediate damage. The comsequences may have to be sift-
ered by later generations. Such catastrophes destroy not only
the present but also the future. That is why the fears and anxi
eties ariused by such disasters of human origin are so much
deeper than had been expected "
THE ATOMIC MAN ,
i'T'Z'l'ii Iiilii-Iiii

The atomic man has to be an obedient one and conform to a
whole list of predictable criteria. The management selection
criteria of West Germany, published in the book, make George
Orwell‘s 1984 a reality. The persuaders will use all the weap-

ons in their arsenal to convince people that the risk of nuclear
energy is worth while. Complicated calo._1lations are being rmde
on the value of an average human life. In this connection Jungk
says the industry is thinking along the following lines -

‘Instead of spending vast sums on blast containment and other
costly protective measures, would it not be cheaper if the ind-
ustry - with state aid of course - paid ' apgopriate‘, compen
sation to the victims of radiation sickness or the next-of-kin
of those ,killed in accidents . For the ‘manufacturers’ of ‘atom
ic‘ man judge the latter only by his cash value, the only thing '
that really counts in their eyes‘.

In one chapter Jungk relates a series of incidents in USA 81
Germany which look remarkably like intimidation and remov-
al of opponents of the nuclear programme. This becomes very
possible where the financial stakes are so high. It should not
be surprising that the history of the USA -is littered with the
bodies of those who opposed the powerful.

Atoms for peace was and is a sad joke and the proliferation
of fast breeders will produce hundreds of kilos of dangerous
high quality plutonium. The human race has saddled itself -with
a suicidal burden and to some extent is slowly realising it. The
first great tragedy of western industrial civilization was the
First World War in which millions went through a mechanised
slau hter machine It is true there was some rebellio but the8 - ~ "1
result in the long run was a degeneration into totatitarianism
in eastern and western Europe. Passivity and submission is akin
to suicide, and unless people wake i1p to the omen of Harrisburg
we condemn the future to an atomic wasteland. Constant expor-
sure to these unseen hazards will have undoubted psychological
effects as well as physical ones.

The NUCLEAR STATE is an interesting book: it deals in de-
tail with the German atomic programme which is very invol-
ved with the fascist past. Indeed the secret deals between Ger-
many and Brazil in this field are reminiscent of the help given
to German military growth betweem the wars by Russia. Recently
30000 people demonstrated in. Australia against the develop-
ment of atomic wer and the minin of uranium on that countryP9 S
- it must be followed by action here. In every country the vast
apolitical movement of the past must be revived if the dangers
are to be averted.

The book ends on an optimistic note :-
‘New forms of independent and self-managed cooperative

production and activity that renounce forced growth and profit
are springing up in many places, particularly where the fail-
ure of the old economic system has led to unemployment.

However it is still possible thatthe advance of the nuclear
state may temporarily drive the new, non-violent internatlon
al down into the catacomb. Technological tyranny is both more
powerful and...more vulnerable tia n earlier forms of dominat-
ion. But in tjhe long run water wears away any stone‘

Alan Albon.

fr

Review

OVES ORTH SEEING
VERY occasionally a film gets made and distributed that's
worth shelling out a hard -come -by few_hob on - and with aver-
age ticket prices now topping £1 you can't afford seeing too
many bum movies. Some recent titles that should appeal to
libertarians - and the left in general - are The Chant of Jimmy
Blacksmith Blue Collar and Divide and R111?I N‘e'ver!

jimmy Blackmsinfi E the best find of the hunch - and
against all the odds has gained a limited general release. An
X certificate, running for 122 minutes, this must rate as one
oftthe outstanding films from Australia. It is based on real
events that occurred around the turn of the century and is
adapted from a novel - whose inspiration was drawn from the
same events - by Thomas Keneally.

Essentially it lays bare many of the realities of while domin-
ation in Australia - the racist and violent attitudes suffered by
the aborigines and the economic exploitation. Without spoiling
the story, this theme is served well by a narrative that follows
the life of one, highly intelligent, half-caste aborigine who is
torn between the two cultures he straddles.

It's a bit violent in parts, on the whole well acted, superbly
photographed, ably directed and generally compelling. I saw
it in an audience that included some young working class blacks
who positively identified - through some sympathetic cries -
with the film's point of view. Jimmie Blacksmith has gained a
seal of street-level approval, _the'likE'5'f'whiE'lTt_r~ashy Grease
and Saturda ___Ni@t_F_‘_e_vg_ could never even aspire to.

Blue Co_____llar is the first feature from Paul Schrader - who
wrote the screenplay for Scorsese's Mean Streets - a much
favoured movie. It basically does for'the car ihdiistz-y what
the Fraud T-shirts do for the image of the Ford Motor com-
pany - they shit on it. The film attempts to convey what it's
like to work on a car production line and seems to acquit itself
reasonably well - although I've never worked on one, and most
of what I know about them has been gleaned from Solidarig

It has a strong story line - mostly connected with union
corruption in the US (which is no doubt mirrored here in a less
dramatic way) - and an even stronger music sound track.
For fanatics the credit sequence is worth the price of a seat
in itself. It is a reasonably principled account of working class
American life and not a bad way of spending an evening - or
even afternoon. -

Divide and Rule - Never! comes from a bunch of lefty film
makers, the Newsreei Collective, and it doesn't stand a chance
in hell of getting shown in a ‘proper’ cinema. Made on 16mm
in colour and lasting 3'7 minutes, it is basically an anti-fascist,
anti -NF documentary which doesn't do its job too badly. Prim-
arily, it is aimed at teenagers and a considerable part of it is
taken up with young black and white people giving their views
and experience on the subject. 9 A -

There is an obligatory section on the history of British
colonialism and footage from concentration camps. The sound-
tract has ANL concerts (and RAR gigs), including sequences
of the much exposed Tom Robinson band. Probably the most
effective part has an interview with two white teenagers who
used to be NF youth members, but had seen the error in their
ways. .

The reality of racism and its ugly manifestations often gain
clear expression in the comments of the young people. As one
boy puts it: "Who do all the filthy jobs Black people do". A
good support film for your own do-it-yourself movie prog-
rammes (which can raise money for all kinds of campaigns and
activities). It is distributed by The Other Cinema (12-13
Little Newport Street, London WC2) - the distribution side has
not closed down, although the cinema has and is now the Scala
- and Concord Films of Ipswich.

“ GRAHAM WADEEmphlets.

Conceived and directed by Richard Maltby
Jnr. Her Majesty's, Haymarket, SW1.

i Q
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THIS riproaring musical, stemming from an exuberant tribute
to Thomas ‘Fats’ Waller, the -great American jazz pianist,
must surely be the hit of 1979. The show seeks to exemplify
Waller ‘s spirit by performing many of his memorable numbers
and using a few by others he made famous, such as Hoagy
Carmichael‘s ‘Two Sleepy People‘.

Five singers, a pianist and a jazz band make up the cast.
The emphasis is firmly on the singing which is zestful and
highly accomplished. Annie Joe Edwards sings a beautiful
‘Mean to Me‘, Jozella Reed an irresistable ‘Squeeze Me‘,
Charlaine Woodard an incredible ‘Keepin' Out of Mischief Now‘.

But it is the two male singers who are quite outstanding.
Andre De Shield ‘s ‘Viper‘s Drag‘ floats in amoody haze and l
‘Fat and Greasy‘ has Andre and Evan Bell almost creating the
smarmy character from the song. Evan's ‘You're Feet‘s Too
Big‘ is superb and really funny. Together the vocalists com-
bine on a moving '-Black and Blue‘ and dance throughout with
relaxed flexibility.

The only criticism is rather unfair but it needs to be said
that Luther Henderson is not in the same class as Fats on the
keyboard.* Nor is the back-up band much more than adequate.
One hopes that many will now discover the joyous music of
Fats Waller, who died aged 39 from pneumonia, and drink, in
1943.

A double album ‘All That Jazz‘ (DJM MD 8003) is recomm-
ended. Anyone turned on by ‘Viper‘s Drag‘ can hear Fats
Waller ‘s version on ‘Tea Pad Songs‘ (Stash ST-103) along with
other tributes to marijuana. For the best jazz by Fats turn to
a rare session with Louis Armstrong recorded in 1938 on
Saga 6901. - ~

._ JERRY WESTA LL
* Who is? - Eds. .
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Workers‘ Autonomy, published by Bratach Dubh , Anarchist
Pamphlet no. 3,» price 30p.
Critique of Syndicalist ‘Methods - Trade Unionism to _A_n_a_r_c_h_g_-_-_
S n icalism by lfredo M. Bonanno, published by Bratach
Ehhh, Knarchist Pamphlets no. 2, price 30p.

‘Everyone with a little imagination can think up alternative
worlds. He who would be politically relevant must continually
ask himself which of these worlds are possible‘.

PETER BERGER et'al. The Homeless Mind
iii'1_%1-i|$ 
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CRITICS of anarchism (political theorists and historians alike)
have often singled out the conflict between principles and
practice as the central contradiction of anarchist thought.
This contradiction is amply illustrated in the pamphlets under
review, Bonanno‘s Critique of Syndigalis_t_M_e_th_o__d§_and W_<_n_-k_er_s_‘
Autonom publishecflfi the same group.

While their case against anarcho-syndicalism and the tradit-
ional trade unions is rooted in the classic critiques of organis-
ational structures of Michaels and Malatesta, their attack may
be seen as an affirmation of anarchist principles over the pur-
suit of power and self interest. The ‘Syndicalist church‘, for
them, stands condemned in all its forms, from straightforward
defence of workers‘ self interest to revolutionary anarcho-
syndicalism. Its members stand accused of collaboration, com-
promise and authoritarianism. Intermediaries such as shop
stewards, trade union officials and political ideologues are
attacked with a force not seen since the Reformation puritans
poured scorn on the priesthood for claiming to represent God
on earth.
SHOPFLOOR STRUGGLE

In an essay in Workers‘ Auton_o_1_"n_y, Bonanno proposes that
the workers‘ si:ru—ggle could be elevated to a level in which out-
put may be controlled "without the mediation of shop stewards,
trade union officials, or ideological militants“ (whatever this
latter category means). In other words, he uses the point that
syndicalists have often made, namely that workers exercise
coni:rol,to knock the shopfloor syndicalism practiced by work-
ers is thus recognised and extolled, while anathema is pro-
nounced on the syndicalist ‘priesthood’. .

Much of this is appealing. We have long been advocates of
shopfloor syndicalism, insofar as we have argued that we
should examine more closely the whole series of subtle ways
in which workers claim for themselves control over their own
lives at work. This does not entail, however, the view that the
shop steward or the trade union isunimportant to the struggle
for control. Recent studies of industrial conflict in Britain
suggest that in firms where there are no shop stewards there
is little industrial action of any kind. More significantly, in
plants without shop stewards action other than strikes is ai-
most unknown, whereas in firms with stewards other forms of
action are widespread. Our own experience in textiles in the
north west of England (an industry in which shop stewards are
virtually unknown) leads us to believe that the existence of ~
stewards limits the power of the union boss and employer alike.

gins U_NIONlSM EQUALS SELF INTEREST
In his ‘Critique of Syndicalism‘ Bonanno argues that “The

atmosphere of the trade unions is animated by a spirit of class
collaboration, a corporative vision of the economy, uniting
bourgeois and proletariat with the intention of assuring the
maximum well being of the workers“. This view, which is
echoed by both Andy McGowan in the preface to this pamphlet
and by Jean Weir, in her preface to Workers‘ Autonomy,
leans on Gramsci‘s analysis according to which “Trade union-
ism is evidently nothing but a reflection of capitalist society,
not a potential means of transcending capitalist society“ (1)

We would readily admit that the trade union is largely a
vehicle for promoting and protecting its‘ members prudential
self interest. But the union, its stewards and the accompany-
ing negotiating structures, also represents the means by which
workers extend themselves and limit the control of the boss.

The point is that there is an ambiguity in the role of the
trade unions under capitalism, which these critics of unions
too readily overlook. The union bosses may want to embrace
the State. They may in certain circumstances believe that
improvements for their members can be got through collabor-
ation with governments. However, as Tony lane (2) points out,
in Britain this “collaboration was never total and at no time
ever approached the point where the leaders effectively became
government functionaries". The fact is that no matter how
keen individual union leaders are to comply with governments
they cannot rely on their members to follow.

There are in this country many historical examples of this
ability of the rank and file to restrain the officials; in 1950
the TUC virtually gave up its attempts to restrain wages; it
boycotted the ‘Cohen Council‘ of l57, the National Incomes
Commission of 1952, the Industrial Relations Act of 1971. And
now an excellent example has just been enacted under our
noses with Moss Evans and Alex Kitson of the T & G. being
compelled to adopt radical positions in order to try to ‘control'
their members in the road haulage dispute.

The trade union leaders‘ clothes are really supplied by the
rank and file and no amount of hired er mine robes can alter
that. Nor should it go unnoticed, in this context, that Moss
Evans himself justifies his support for free collective bar-
gaining on the grounds that T 8: G policy is determined not by
him, but by the delegate conference, which in 1977 came out
in favour of free collective bargaining. Or that before him
Jack Jones, the creator of the social contract, accepted de-
feat at the 1977 conference and then directed his energies into
arguing the case for free collective bargaining. s

These are all snags that those who claim the unions are t
organs of state administration and not of struggle must tackle.
We would have thought the hard argument implied throughout
both the pamphlets under review - that the true vocation of
syndicalist.structures (the unions) is their “concrete particip-
ation in therunning of the Stateand the exploitation of the
workers“ (3) --is not easy to sustain in the face of the mass of
cont:radictory evidence. Their soft argument - that unions
compromise and collaborate with governments as a logical
consequence of their efforts to improve their members‘ lot
in the ‘here and now‘ - is something we might all agree on<

8'" Y
hasis on the fundamental importance of the shopfloor struggle
and insofar as they relate anarchism to it as a moral compon-
ent. They are wrong to develop this to the level of a fixation

BRATACH DUBH Cont. from p14

MORAL CONSTRAINTS - LIMITATIONS or ANARCHISM
 ¢tilt-i1;i1£|i-_ip|—p.;111-i 

Bonanno invokes Malatesta to clarify his own position on
syndicalism - according to Malatesta "syndicalism can be
accepted as a means, never as an end". Here we would agree
that syndicalism and trade unionism are a means in the sense

they are largely about the methods workers use to improve
their well being, to capture control of their lives at work and
extend their power in relation to the boss and other agencies.
They are as we have already said to do with prudential actions
which directly serve the self interests (in some cases section-
al interests) of groups of workers.

But if syndicalism is a means, what then is anarchism?
-»:Bonanno at times seems to suggest that it is a vision; in

other places he seems to imply that the revolutionary role is
part of the ‘moral’ solution. If anarchism is a moral compon-
ent guiding action then anarchism is a means as much as syn-
dicalism in the prudential sense is a means.

It strikes us that the main impact of anarchism in our own
lives is its moral influence over our conduct towards others.
In our view Horowitz is right to stress that "It would be diff-
icult, and pointless, to deny that anarchism is indeed highly
moralistic in both phraseology and practice".

The flaw in the approach of many anarchists, including Bo-
nanno, is that the means, the moral issues conditioning our
behaviour to others, become the ends. On thi point hinges the
failure, and it is a familiar one in anarchist circles, of the
pamphlets under review insofar as they try to state a position
based on the rejection of intermediaries - shopstewards, union
negotiators, syndicalist structures etc. This is really a moral
one about the side constraints on the anarchist role in institut-
ions like unions in a capitalist society, but which threatens to
become an end in itself, entitled 'workers‘ autonomy‘. In their
obsession with principles they lose sight of strategy.

Thus the advocates of pure anarchism, in elevating principles
to the level of ends, effectively surrender critical judgement
and choice in human affairs. It is an approach which risks not
only the problem of political irrelevancy mentioned by Berger
et al, but its own very special form of corruption - the pursuit
of an abstract principle like violence or non-violence or work-
ers"autonomy, for its own sake.

Most anarchists sense the limitations and this is why they
usually qualify their anarchism by describing themselves as
individualist anarchists or anarcho-communists or anarcho-
syndicalists, etc. The problem which Bonanno, _‘?iorkers‘Aut-
onomy, and most British anarchists evade, is how do we best
apply the moral constraints of anarchism to the problem of
power in everyday life. In the British context at least, anarcho-
syndicalism seems to offer the most plausible and relevant
solution.

However, the pamphlets are a good antidote to the more
sectarian forms of syndicalism, and should be read by those
libertarians involved in the industrial struggle.

BB&IS

§i.‘11_i9€£Ei21.1!
(l) A. Gramsci - _§i_ndicalismo e Consigli (l9l9) in Ordine
_l\_Tn_q\_rQ 1919-192 0; also quoted in Marxism and the S'5c'i'6To7_gy of
T1‘ad@_L1l_1j_Q_I}_1§_11_1_ by Richard Hymin. —-'_,—""'“""""" ""
(2) Tony I_ane_ - The_Union Make_§_U§_Strong
(3) Alfredo M. Bonanno - Critique of Syndicalist Methods,
page 13. _""_"_'“""""“T""""""'
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JUSTICE Cont.from p10 '
The authors stress the importance of this right to a defend-

ant. “Those jurors make u decision which could re'sult in his
being imprisoned for many years. Because of that it would
seem fair to allow him to take a subjective view and say ‘I do
not want to be tried by that person; he looks hostile"‘.

Finally, last year, we saw the open vetting of the jury by
the State officially acknowledged and legitlmised. The question-
ing of jurors by the defence had been ruled out of order because
this interfered with the random nature of the jury. But the_
State pays officials who choose who will be called for service
and has complete power to decide exactly how random random
is.

Last year an _ex-soldier and two journalists were prosecuted
under the Official Secrets Act. On the opening day of the trial,
which came to be known as the ABC trial, a defence counsel

I discovered that the Crown lawyer had been given a list of poten-
tial jurors several weeks earlier. 7

Crown counsel agreed this had been done so that mmes on
it could be vetted. "Anyone who is known to be disloyal would
obviously be disqualified“, he said. The judge agreed it was
“perfectly proper in a case like this". '

On the jury there was a former member of the Special Air
Service who might be thought to have a certain amount of bias
against the defendants, though his 'loyalty‘ would be in little
doubt. This was revealed and the trial ended prematurely.

In the middle of the second trial, again with a vetted jury,
the Attorney General issueda directive setting out the guide-
lines for jury vetting.

The usual platitudes about the sanctity of random selection
were rolled out. But it wasalready accepted that "Parliament
has provided safeguards . . . in the shape of majority verdicts,
against jurors who may be corrupt or biased".

In some cases, however, even this wasn't good enough for
the State's purposes, particularly trials involving "strong
political motives“. In those areas it was essential for the jury
panel to be checked at the Criminal Records Office and in the
files of the Special Branch and CID. If found sufficiently ‘dis-
loyal' then the juror wouldn't be asked to sit in that trial.

The Attorney General said later that by issuing this direct-
ive he was simply regularising a practice which "has been
going on since at least 1948".

To counter what they describe as the “subversion of the
jury" Harman and Griffith want every change made in the last
ten years reversed. In addition they demand that the right to
jury trial be extended.‘ ,

Ultimately, they say, "It is vital that no further alterathns
in the jury system should take place except by the process of
legislation". >

We can allow ourselves a wry smile at this point. "By the
process of legislation" unanimous verdicts were abolished,
the right to trial by jury in many cases was denied and the de-
fence power to challenge potential jurors was reduced.

What‘ galls the State about the work of a jury is that, short
of planting an agent in every jury room, there is no means of
controlling. the discussion a jiu'y has and the decision it reaches
When we confront the majesty of the law we must, by its very
nature, be fighting with one arm tied behind our back.. Without
the opportunity to at least make an appeal to 12 ordinary
people we are fighting with no arms at all.
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